THE INDUSTRY’S FIRST 18V RECHARGEABLE OIL PUMP

The Macnaught BOP20 is a completely portable and rechargeable, 18V battery operated oil pump, designed and manufactured in Australia to improve workshop efficiency and reduce fatigue.

With the flick of a button, it can dispense all types of hydraulic oil, gear oils to light weight oils, from 5 gallon containers. The ‘on-demand’ flow nozzle allows full control over delivery of 40 Gallons of oil on a typical full charge at 1 GPM. Simple and efficient, the BOP20 powerhead can be transferred across multiple pump stems to reduce set-up costs and eliminate cross-contamination. Eliminate hand pumps, improve efficiency, reduce spills and increase safety in you workshop.

**Features & Benefits**
- Sealed wetted parts - zero contamination
- Separate Powerhead – multiple oils with one Powerhead
- 18V rechargeable 2.0Ah battery delivers up to 40GAL
- Oils up to SAE90 – most under car applications
- Flow rates up to 1GAL/min
- Safety lockout carry handle for simple Powerhead transfer
- On-demand flow control
- No more pumping by hand to reduce fatigue

**Technical Specifications**
- Suitable for most lubricating fluids
- Adaptor to suit most 5GAL containers
- Lubricant range - 0W40 - SAE90
- Drum size - Nominal 5GAL
- Delivery rate - Up to 1GAL/min
- Battery - 2.0Ah Li-Ion
- Charger - 1hr fast charge
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For Total Lube Solutions,
GO WITH THE FLO!